
Part III. Administrative, Procedural, and Miscellaneous
List of Designated Private Delivery
Services

Notice 97–26

SUMMARY: This notice provides the
first list of private delivery services
(‘‘PDSs’’) that are designated private
delivery services (‘‘designated PDSs’’)
during the interim period described in
Rev. Proc. 97–19, 1997–10 I.R.B. 55.
The interim period ends on the date on
which the Service issues guidance su-
perseding Rev. Proc. 97–19. Designation
is for purposes of the ‘‘timely mailing
as timely filing/paying’’ rule of § 7502
of the Internal Revenue Code. This
notice also provides special rules for
determining the date that will be treated
as the postmark date for purposes of
§ 7502.

BACKGROUND: Section 7502 pro-
vides rules that apply when a document
is required to be filed (or a payment is
required to be made) within a prescribed
period or on or before a prescribed date
under the authority of any provision of
the internal revenue laws. Section 7502
provides what is commonly called the
‘‘timely mailing as timely filing/paying’’
rule. For example, an individual income
tax return is considered timely filed
even though it is received by the Ser-
vice after the April 15 due date if the
return was delivered to the Service by
United States mail in a postage prepaid,
properly addressed envelope that had a
post office postmark dated on or before
the April 15 due date.

Prior to the amendment made by the
Taxpayer Bill of Rights 2 (TBOR 2), the
‘‘timely mailing as timely filing/paying’’
rule applied only to documents and
payments sent by United States mail.
TBOR 2 amended § 7502 by adding
subsection (f), which authorizes the Sec-
retary to designate certain PDSs for the
‘‘timely mailing as timely filing/paying’’
rule.
Rev. Proc. 97–19 provides the criteria

that are being used during the interim
period described in Rev. Proc. 97–19 to
determine whether a PDS qualifies as a
designated PDS under § 7502(f). This
notice provides the first list of the
designated PDSs for the interim period.

LIST OF DESIGNATED PDSs AND
TYPES OF SERVICES: The following
PDSs and the following specific types
of delivery services are designated for
purposes of § 7502(f):

1. Airborne Express (Airborne):
Overnight Air Express Service, Next
Afternoon Service, and Second Day
Service
2. DHL Worldwide Express

(DHL): DHL ‘‘Same Day’’ Service
and DHL USA Overnight
3. Federal Express (FedEx): FedEx

Priority Overnight, FedEx Standard
Overnight, and FedEx 2Day
4. United Parcel Service (UPS):

UPS Next Day Air, UPS Next Day
Air Saver, UPS 2nd Day Air, and
UPS 2nd Day Air A.M.
Airborne, DHL, FedEx, and UPS are

not designated with respect to any type
of delivery service not identified above.
Consequently, the ‘‘timely mailing as
timely filing/paying’’ rule of § 7502
does not apply to any other type of
delivery service offered by the desig-
nated PDSs.
Designation under this notice is effec-

tive until the Service issues a revised
list of designated PDSs. On or before
September 1st and March 1st of each
year of the interim period, the Service
will issue other notices that provide a
revised list of designated PDSs. In un-
usual circumstances, the Service may
issue additional notices at other times.
If taxpayers use a business that pro-

vides mailing services of a designated
PDS, but the business itself is not a
designated PDS, taxpayers should be
aware that the ‘‘timely mailing as timely
filing/paying’’ rule will not apply unless
an item is actually given to, or picked
up by, a designated PDS on or before
the due date. Taxpayers should take
appropriate precautions to ensure that
the item will be given to, or picked up
by, a designated PDS on or before the
due date.

SPECIAL RULES FOR DETERMIN-
ING POSTMARK DATE: Section
7502(f)(2)(C) requires a PDS to either
(1) record electronically to its data base
(kept in the regular course of its busi-
ness) the date on which an item was
given to the PDS for delivery or (2)
mark on the cover of the item the date
on which an item was given to the PDS
for delivery. Under § 7502(f)(1), the
date recorded or the date marked under
§ 7502(f)(2)(C) is treated as the post-
mark date for purposes of § 7502.
This notice provides rules for deter-

mining the date that is treated as the
postmark date for purposes of § 7502.
There is one set of rules for the desig-

nated PDSs that qualified for designa-
tion because their ‘‘postmark date’’ is
recorded electronically to their data
bases. There is another set of rules for
the designated PDS that qualified for
designation because its ‘‘postmark date’’
is marked on the cover of an item.

Airborne, DHL, and UPS

The date on which an item is given to
Airborne, DHL, or UPS is recorded
electronically to the data base of these
designated PDSs. Accordingly, the date
recorded in the electronic data base of
these designated PDSs is treated as the
postmark date for purposes of § 7502.
For items that are delivered after their

due dates, there is a presumption that
the postmark date is the day that pre-
cedes the delivery date by an amount of
time that equals the amount of time it
would normally take for an item to be
delivered under the terms of the specific
type of delivery service used (e.g., two
days before the actual delivery date for
a two day delivery service). This pre-
sumption applies to items sent by tax-
payers and, in appropriate cases, items
sent by the Government.
Taxpayers who wish to overcome this

presumption will need to provide infor-
mation that shows that the date recorded
in the electronic data base is on or
before the due date. For example, a
taxpayer could obtain such information
in the form of a written confirmation
produced and issued by the designated
PDS before the expiration of the period
for storing the date recorded in its
electronic data base. If taxpayers wish to
maintain this type of proof for their
records, they should make a timely
request to receive this information from
the designated PDS before the expira-
tion of that designated PDS’s data stor-
age period.
Airborne, DHL, and UPS entered into

agreements pursuant to Rev. Proc.
97–19 that require these designated
PDSs to store (electronically or by mi-
crofiche) the dates recorded in their
electronic data bases for at least 6
months. Although Airborne, DHL, and
UPS may choose to store the dates for
more than 6 months, the agreements do
not require them to do so. Prior to the
expiration of the data storage period,
senders or recipients can obtain informa-
tion concerning the date recorded to the
electronic data base by contacting Air-
borne, DHL, or UPS. The toll-free tele-
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phone numbers for these designated
PDSs are as follows: Airborne, 1–800–
247–2676; DHL ‘‘Same Day’’ Service,
1–800–345–2727; DHL USA Overnight,
1–800–225–5345; and UPS, 1–800–
742–5877.

FedEx

An electronically generated label is
applied to the cover of all items deliv-
ered by FedEx, including those items
that already have an airbill attached. The
date on which an item is given to FedEx
for delivery is marked on the label.
There are two types of labels (which are
distinguishable from each other). One
type of label is generated and applied to
an item by a FedEx employee. The
other type of label is generated (using
computer software and/or hardware pro-
vided by FedEx) and applied to an item
by a customer.

The date that wil l be treated as the
postmark date for purposes of § 7502 is
determined under the following rules:

(1) If an item has a label generated
and applied by a FedEx employee, the
date marked on that label is treated as
the postmark date for purposes of
§ 7502, regardless of whether the
item also has a label generated and
applied by the customer.
(2) If an item has a label generated

and applied by a customer, the date
marked on that label is treated as the
postmark date for purposes of § 7502

if the item is received within the
normal delivery time. (Normal deliv-
ery time is one day for FedEx Priority
Overnight and FedEx Standard Over-
night, or two days for FedEx 2 Day.)
If an item is not delivered within the
normal delivery time, the person re-
quired to fil e the document or to
make the payment must establish (a)
that the item was actually either given
to, or picked up by, a FedEx em-
ployee on or before the due date and
(b) the cause of the delay in delivery
of the document or payment. These
rules are similar to the rules for
United States mail that has a post-
mark made other than by the United
States Postal Service. (SeeTreas. Reg.
§ 301.7502–1(c)(1)(iii)(b).)
(3) The information recorded elec-

tronically to the data base of FedEx
(in the regular course of its business)
can be used to show that the item was
actually either given to, or picked up
by, a FedEx employee on or before
the due date when (a) an item has a
label generated and applied by a
customer or (b) an item has a label
generated and applied by a FedEx
employee, but the date is illegible or
otherwise unavailable.

EFFECTIVE DATE: Designation under
this notice is effective for documents
and payments that are given by taxpay-
ers to a designated PDS on or after
April 11, 1997. Designation is not effec-

tive for documents and payments that
are given by taxpayers to a designated
PDS before April 11, 1997, even if such
documents and payments are delivered
by the designated PDS on or after April
11, 1997.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: The
principal author of this notice is Robert
J. Basso of the Office of Assistant Chief
Counsel (Income Tax and Accounting).
For further information regarding this
notice, contact Mr. Basso at (202) 622–
4940 (not a toll-free call).

Month¬ Year
Weighted
Average

90% to 107%
Permissible Range

90% to 110%
Permissible Range

April¬ 1997¬ 6.87¬ 6.18 to 7.35¬ 6.18 to 7.56

Drafting Information

The principal author of this notice is
Donna Prestia of the Employee Plans
Division. For further information regard-
ing this notice, call (202) 622–6076
between 2:30 and 4:00 p.m. Eastern
time (not a toll-free number). Ms.
Prestia’s number is (202) 622–7377
(also not a toll-free number).

26 CFR 601.201: Rulings and determination
letters.
(Also Part I , sections 664, 1.664–1(a)(4).)

Rev. Proc. 97–23

SECTION 1. PURPOSE

This revenue procedure amplifies Rev.
Proc. 97–3, 1997–1 I.R.B. 85, which

sets forth areas of the Internal Revenue
Code under the jurisdiction of the Asso-
ciate Chief Counsel (Domestic) in which
the Internal Revenue Service wil l not
issue advance rulings or determination
letters.

SECTION 2. BACKGROUND

Rev. Proc. 97–3, section 5, lists spe-
cific areas in which rulings or determi-
nation letters wil l not be issued because
the areas are under extensive study. This
revenue procedure adds a subparagraph
for certain income exception charitable
remainder unitrusts under § 664(d)(3) of
the Internal Revenue Code. The Service
and Treasury wil l study whether creating
or using income exception charitable
remainder unitrusts to control the timing

of the trust’s receipt of trust income for
the benefit of the unitrust recipient
causes the trust to fail to function
exclusively as a charitable remainder
trust under § 1.664–1(a)(4) of the In-
come Tax Regulations. For a trust to
qualify as acharitable remainder trust, it
must function exclusively as acharitable
remainder trust from its creation. See
§ 1.664–1(a)(4).

SECTION 3. PROCEDURE

Rev. Proc. 97–3 is amplified by add-
ing to section 5 the following: Section
664.—Charitable Remainder Trusts.—
Whether a trust that wil l calculate the
unitrust amount under § 664(d)(3) quali-
fies as a § 664 charitable remainder
trust when a grantor, a trustee, a benefi-
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